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ABSTRACT

The mass ive collection of soc ial survey data associated with public
policy research is a relatively recent phenomenon . The history of data
processing associated wi th such data shows repeated occurrences of cost
overruns, extensive time lags before data is availabl e, and , even then, large
amounts of both unusable and not yet usable data .

The Health Insurance Study, a complex , multi -year longitudi nal study of
the role of health insurance in the utilization of health care services , is
discussed to illustrate the dimensions of the data processing task and the
benefits of applying data base techniques in managing them.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The massive collection of social survey data associated with public
policy research is a relatively recent phenomenon [4]. The history of data
processing associated with such data shows repeated occurrences of cost over-
runs , extensive time lags before data is available , and , even then , large
amounts of both unusable and not yet usable data [16]. Since the data processing
system is a major determinant of the technical nature , sequential speed , and
amount of research performed in studies of this type, implementation of a
successful system is critical [13 , 16]. JData base management techniques can help reduce the problems encountered
to date. While the panel technique , in which data is collected by repeated
interviews with the same group of people , has been used for over thirty -five
years [8], the survey data processing model has remained invariant despite the
growing dimensions of this type of enterprise. The Health Insurance Study (HIS)
[11], a complex , seven-year project being conducted by the Department of Hea l th ,
Education and Welfare (DHEW) and The Rand Corporation to study the interactions
between health insurance , health care services utilization , and hea l th status ,
provides an example of the dimensions of the data processing task and the
benefits of applying data base techniques in managing them .
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I I .  DIMENSIONS OF THE ENTERPRISE - THE HEALTH INSURANCE STUDY

A research project of this ty~.1L’ is complex in a number of different
dimensions :

o analysis units--the basic entities to be studied
o data content--the research interests to be served by the data
o documents (transaction types)--the vehicles for collecting data
o collection styles--sources and methods of collecting data
o data i tems--the individual pieces of information to be analyzed .

Analysis Units
In survey research , the most elementary unit of analysis is an individual

person. For the purposes of the HIS these individuals are grouped into
economic decision making units , which are for the most part the same as
families. Anal ysis will also be performed on other groupings of the data
representing subsets based on such characteristics as geographical location ,
episode of illness and insurance plan.

Data Content
Besides basic demographic and family configuration data , information

is being collected to serve research interests in the fields of economics ,
health status , health services utilization , attitudes about the health care
delivery system, and survey methodology .

Documents Llransaction Types)
Data will be collected on over 2,300 families or about 8,000 persons in

four different locations , utilizing around 650 separate data collection document
types. In a particular data col l ection effort, anywhere from 1 to 15 of these
document types will be used , varying in number and combination from family to
family. For example, initia l interviews are performed in each location to obtain
baseline information on the site. These baseline interv iews utilize , in addition
to a core document, supplements to collect information on health care utilizations ,
secondary jobs, and insurance coverage. The amount and type of information

__
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col l ected and thus the number and type of documents used will vary as widely

as the health status , employment , and insurance profiles of real families .
The documents themselves range in size from 20 to 1 ,400 potential items

of data . The occurrence of many of these items is contingent upon responses

to preceding items, resulting in complex control logic that is data dependent.

Collection Styles
In addition to formal interviews , participant self-reports , laboratory

tests, third party reports of administrative records such as insurance claims ,
and field procedures edit reports must all be linked for analysis. Both the
complex structure of the documents and the different styles of data collection
contribute to uneven data quality [12]. As the complexity of the structure
increases, the probability that items will be incorrectly skipped or inappropriate
items answered increases . A trained interviewer is more likely to reliably
follow a complex structure than a respondent unfamiliar with survey techniques .
A busy doctor or nurse is more likely to rush when filling out a form and not
complete it exhaustively.

Data Items
Some data i tems will be collected only once; others repeatedly, at varying

intervals throughout the study . As a further complication , the critical analysis

unit , the person , may be related to different economic decision making units at
different points in time. This will occur , for instance , as children set up

separate residences, couples separate, or persons living alone form new family

units. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _ _ -~ _~~~~~ ~~~ —~~~~~~~- - -
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III. SUMMARY OF PROBLEM TYPES

Generally speaking, then , the difficulties encountered in attempting to

use a data base like that of the HIS revolve around the number , variety and
logical complexity of the data collection documents , the variable nuriher of

occurrences of particular data items , the need to link pieces processed separatel y,

and the longitudinal tracking of changing analysis units . These problems are

exacerbated by the size of the files and the resulting costs associated with

the use and restructuring of these files , the var iety of end users , the length

of time needed to gain sufficient familiarity with the data to use it success-

fully, the need for rapid access to new data to provide research results that

represent current social situations , the uncerta inty associated with drawing - :
conclus ions from incomplete and still accumulating data banks , and the varying

quality of data collected by survey methods. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ________
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IV. THE TRADITIONAL SURVEY APPROACH

The traditional approach to managing survey data utilizes the matrix
format that is the standard input to most packaged statist ical routines. In
a matrix format, the completed document for each analysis unit becomes a
record. Where more than one analysis unit type is to be studied , a se para te
file is created for each type [5]. Each data item is referenced by a fixed

locat ion in a particular file. For example , us i ng a card and column nota ti on ,
the data i tem , “health status ” would be located in the same position , say card
06 - column 25, on each record for one type of document. The same i tem might be
locate d on car d 10 , column 68 for another document type. Associated with each

data collection document and its resulting data file or files is a codebook

describing each data item [10]. The contents of a codebook include the text

of the question used to elicit the response , the mean i ng of coded res ponse s,
the meaning of codes for non-response such as 9 for “refused” or 0 for “not

asked due to skip logic ,” and the location of the data in the record . This
traditional approach is efficient for a small survey but rapidly becomes
unwieldy as the number of documents and the size of the records increases [12].

- -~~~~~~ 
~~~~~~~~ * : ‘~~ : - -~-~~~~~~~~ —~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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V. THE DATA BASE APPROACH

In planning the data processing effort for the HIS , a data base systems
approach was selected [14]. The concepts of an integrated data base ,
centralized data descriptions and an applications administration appeared to
solve many of the problems inherent in the traditional survey approach. The
Joint GUIDE-SHARE Data Base Requirements Group specifies seven basic objectives
for a data base management system [6]:

o data independence
o data relatability
o data non-redundancy
o data integrity

o security
o performance
o compatibility .

The ANSI/SPARC Study Group on Data Base Management Systems refers to three
l evels at which a data base can be viewed : internal , external , and conceptual [1].

The current state of the art for public policy research is such that no one
is ab le to fully understand the information needs of the enterprise or sufficiently
define the uses of the data collected [7]. Therefore, it is impossible to define
a conceptual schema for a data base of this type. As a result , a centralized
external schema has been defined for the HIS data base , in order to provide a
coninon reference for the data base syst ’m .

_ _ _
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VI. SPECIFIC DATA BASE APPLICATIONS - THE HEALTH INSURANCE STUDY

DEFINING THE EXTERNAL SCHEMA

One of the steps toward achieving the data base goals was to divorce
the identification of any particular data item from its physical location in

a record . To accompl ish this , unique numbers called data element identifiers
(DEIs) are assigned to each different data el ement. In this way, the answer
to a question asked on two or more document types is assigned the same DEl
which forms an automatic link across document s.

The mean ing of a survey data element is frequently dependent on the

con tex t i n which it i s collecte d , so the assignment of DEIs is not sufficient
to create a full definition. Two other tools have been designed to fill this
gap. A logical description is created to define the flow through each new
document. Such a description can be represented schematically by a flow chart

or by a set of logical statements as in figure 1.
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FIGURE 1

DEl 27 DEl 4 1

=2 =1 

Q.6

DEl 68

10 mandatory

if 10=2 then 68

if 10=1 then 25 , 26 , 27

if 27=2 then 41

68 mandatory

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  - - ----
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T hi s external document_ struc ture can then be used to explain the intra document
dependencies among data elements. This works well in the abstract , but to

account for the non-occurrence of an i tem required by the document flow , e.g.

when a real respondent refuses to answer a particu l~ r question , a second logical

t~r~t ity  needs to be Jefined . To do this , for each rea l respondent , a set of

data status in r i icaturs is Lreated associated with only those data elements that

would be required for that respondent if the document flow was followed correctly.

The value of a data ~tutus indicator reflects whether that data element was

coll ected normall y or i s miss i ng because the res pondent refuse d to answer ,
did not know the answer , or the documen t was comp leted incorre ctly. Th e se t
of data s tatus indi ca tor s for a particular res pondent forms an ex ternal recor d
structure independen t of the actual data values col l ected . Fi gure 2 i l lustrates
the external record structure for a respondent who refused to answer question 3
in the preced ing exam p le . 

— —-.- -.. - ~~~~~--.--- _ _ _ _ _ _



FIGURE 2

DEl 10 DEl 25 — ,DEI 26 DEl 27

DEl 68

Data Status
DEl Value

10 norma l

25 normal

26 refused

27 normal

68 normal 
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We now have an external schema that links i tems both between and within
data collection documents and functions in both an abstract and a real set.se.

IMPLEMENTING THE EXTERNAL SCHEMA

The Data Dictionary
Centra l to implementing a centralized data description in a computable

form is the concept of a data dictionary [9, 15]. The data dictionary for the
HIS [2] contains two files representing the two abstract components of the
external schema : a file containing information on each data element identifier
such as

o ful l question texts
o answer texts and their code values
o a set of document—related information for each

document on which the DEl occurs

o field site
o question number
o allowable value ranges
o storage mode

o a facility for specifying relationships between DEIs
e.g., same basic i nformation but different question text,

and a file containing the external document structure for each of the data
collection documents. In addition to functioning as the central driving
mechanism for the computable system, listing the information contained in the
data dictionary fills the documentation role served by the codebook in
traditional survey processing .

The Unit Tracking System
It is also necessary, within the context of the external schema, to

describe the relationships between analysis units . To assure that all the
data on a single individual is linked , permanent personal identifiers are
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assigned . Associated with each individua l i dentifier is a family identifi er
representing a unique configuration of individuals. If a family configuration
changes , new family identifiers are specified for the data collected under the
new configuration. All analysis unit identifiers contain an imbedded check
digit to control potential transcription errors . The logical relationships
between family configurations are described by a tracking system which contains
pointers mapping each individual identifier to every family identifier with
which it has been related in the data base. In addition , the tracking system
includes information on which individuals prompted a given change , the reason
for each change , and the source of the information that a change has occurred .

IMPLEMENTING THE INTERNAL STORAGE SCHEMA
Another step in creating a functionally integrated data base requires a

storage schema that al lows record variations to be dealt with in a manner that
is transparent to the user. To accomplis h this for the HIS , a generalized
record structure has been used. The structure designed contains three parts:

o a header section containing identifying and control information

o document number
o respondent identifiers
o record l ength
o data element count

o a pool of the actual data values
o a data directory associating each DEl with pointers into

the value pooi .

Using the genera lized record structure as a mapping between the external
and internal schemas, a particular data element is accessed by referencing its
DEl. In this way , a data element appearing on various documents having different
external structures is always retrieved in the same fashion . In contrast to
the traditiona l survey approach which requires frequently changing software to
directly manipulate data files to achieve the data orderings required by new

_ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _  ____ -.-—----~~~ - ---—-- 
~~~~~~
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1external schemas , the use of the generalized record for the storage schema
permits standardization of software for archiving and retrieving data collected
in diverse ways.

IMPLEMENTING CENTRALIZED DATA ACCESS

Data Base Administration
In order to maintain an integrated data base, control of the archiving process

needs to be centralized [3]. This has been done on the HIS through a data
base administration function. The data base administration staff has respons i-
bilit y for creatin g the central ized external descri pti on of the data base,
maintaining the data dictionary and unit tracking system, and certifying the
integrity of the data base. Since successfu l use of a data base as large and
complex as that being collected for the HIS requires a substantial learning
period to gain sufficient expertise , control of the retrieval process has also
been centralized in the form of an applications [1] or data request administrator
(DRA).

Data Request Administration

The data request administrator serves as a technical liaison between the
end users of the data and the data base administration function . Utilizing
standard software, the DRA can rapidly retrieve needed data elements from the
data base and create data files suitably organized for each analysis. In this
way, end users need only gain familiarity with the data elements relevant to
their particular research interests. Centralization of data access, therefore,
not only protects the i ntegrity and security of the data base, but facilitates
use through more rapid access and shortened learning periods.

- .- . •
.
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VII. IMPACT OF THE DATA BASE APPROACH

The difficulties associated with processing panel study data can now be
reviewed in the context of the data base design implemented for the HIS. The
number , variety and logical complexity of the data collection documents still
pose problems for the novice user faced with a multiple document analysis.
However, once the user has determined which data elements to use, the problem
of access has been greatly reduced . Whether or not a data element has occurred
on more than one document is readily apparent through reference to the
centralized data element dictionary , anti quating the search through multiple
code books for reused items . Problems still exist in reconciling data processed
separately, but linkage is handled automaticall y by the standard retrieval soft-
ware. Unchanging units of analysis can be automatically separated from ones
that have changed by using the unit tracking system.

The costs of using such an extensive data base are reduced since the user
works with only those data relevant to a particular anal ysis. The variety ‘f
end users and the l ength of time needed to gain familiarity with the data is
less of a problem when the user need only be familiar with a subset of the data
and then only with the external schema . Access time is improved through the
use of standard software and additional savings are realized through minimizing
custom programming with its associated debugging costs.

The uncertainty associated wi th drawing conclusions from incomplete and
still accumulating data banks and the varying quality of data col l ected by
survey methods are not simply data processing problems . However, integration
of the data base and centralization of data access allow for consistent
documentation of the state of the data base at any point in time .

-- -- - . --~~~-- . —.-- -.-- - - .. - . — ---
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VIII. SUMMARY

Through implementation of centralized data definition tools , centralized
data access and a generalized storage schema, the seven basic requirements of
a data base system have been achieved to the extent that:

o the mapping between external and internal schemas provides for a
level of data independence unachievable in the traditiona l survey
data processing model

o data can be related across sources and through time
o data used in different external schemas by different users are

stored without redundance
o integrity of the data base is maintained by the Data Base

Administration , over time , for a changing user community
o the data base is protected by the Data Base Administration

from unauthorized or premature use
o performance continues despite constant change and update
o use of a centralized external schema provides compatibility over

a wide range of users.

By achieving these data base goals, the data processing problems encountered
in large panel studies have been control led , enabling the analytical research
effort to proceed concurrently wi th the accumulation of the data base. 

- . _
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